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Introduction

Let us introduce some concepts of nonlinear physics, which 
we would need. The flux of running river-water would be linear, if 
the bottom of the river is smooth. However, if there is a big stone 
on the bottom of the river, the water needs to flow around the 
stone and the water flux becomes nonlinear. Behind the stone, 
turbulence would be observed manifested with a couple of: vortex 
spinning clockwise and anti-vortex spinning counterclockwise. 
Following the law of the folded fingers of the right hand in physics, 
when the folded fingers show the direction of the currents (or 
direction of spinning), the vertical thumb show the direction of 
the induced magnetic field. Following this law, the vortices (which 
spin clockwise) would induce magnetic field toward the surface. 
This would make the vortices to suck energy in. Following the 
same law, the anti-vortices (which spin counterclockwise) would 
induce magnetic field off the surface, which would make the anti-
vortices to emit energy.

The Attraction Between Males and Females is Magnetic 
in Origin

The human nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) has a 
torus shape. As explained in [1], the androgynous fields of the stars 
(Figure 1) and planets (Figure 2) have two chains of alternating  

 
vortices and anti-vortices running along the equator. Comparing 
the NEMF of stars and planets with the NEMF of male and female 
humans (Figure 3), one can see that the androgynous NEMF has 
been split through the equator to form male NEMF (Yang) from 
the southern hemisphere (Yang) and female NEMF (Yin) from 
the northern hemisphere (Yin) [2]. Since the androgynous torus 
shaped NEMF is a self-organized system, after the split it forms 
two torus-shape NEMFs - male and female torus-shape NEMFs. 
As revealed in [2], after the split the male and female have only 
one chain of alternating vortices and anti-vortices. This chain 
is along the axis of spinning of the donut shape NEMF, which is 
along the backbone (Figure 3). Since the androgynous NEMF of 
stars and planets is vortex on top of anti-vortex [3], which spin in 
opposite direction, the male and female NEMFs spin in opposite 
directions. If so, they will induce magnetic fields with opposite 
magnetic polarity, and they will attract each other as two magnets 
with opposite polarity do. Therefore, the attraction between the 
sexes has magnetic origin. Not only are the NEMFs of males and 
females spinning in opposite directions, their turbulence-their 
chains of alternating vortices and anti-vortices spin in opposite 
direction. They are called ‘chakras’, which in Sanskrit means 
‘spinning wheals’. The chakras in males and females spin in 
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opposite direction at the same time of day or night. They change 
their directions of spinning at down and dusk, but always remain 
opposite in males and females [4]. Since the chakras change their 
direction of spinning at down and dust, this is the time to meditate 
or pray and to try to balance the out-of-balance chakras, which 

rule the endocrinal glands. According to Russian EEG studies [5], 
both meditation and prayer, put the Conscious to sleep. Only alpha 
rhythm was measured during prayer or meditation, just as during 
sleep. This means that prayer and meditation put the Conscious to 
sleep, so that the Subconscious can be accessed and reveal itself.

Figure 1: The torus shaped nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) of the Sun..

Figure 2: The torus shaped nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) of the Earth.
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Figure 3: Vertical cross-section of the torus shaped nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) of a Man. Numbered are the alternating vortices 
and anti-vortices of NEMF along the backbone and their corresponding energy levels.

Since hypnotists use hypnosis to put the Conscious to sleep 
to access the Subconscious [6], obviously meditation and prayer 
are a-kind-of self-hypnosis. Just like hypnosis, they quiet the 
Conscious to allow access to the Subconscious, where our Quantum 
Computer is, which operates with the waves of our NEMF (called 
Spirit). From the Subconscious, this Quantum Computer through 
the waves of the Spirit: 1/ rules and regulates all the organs and 
everything else in the body [7], 2/ scans the environment and 
send signals to the material body to change to adapt the changed 
environment [8], and 3/ scans the environment and send signals 
for fast respond, if fast respond is needed for survival [9].

The Conception-The Merging of The Parents’ DNAs in 
A Fertilized Cell is Magnetic in Origin

In the issue of Physics Today of September 2019, Daniel 
Needleman and Michael Shelly reveal the complexity of the 
fluid dynamics of living cells. On page 35, they illustrated the 
monitored with fluorescent microscopy fluid dynamics of a cell 
after fertilization - the two clumps of parents’ DNAs merge toward 
each other, spin around each other before to fuse (like dancing), 
and then fuse together [10] (Figure 4). The observed dynamics 
of merging of the mother’s and father’s DNAs reminded me the 
observed-with-LEGO merging of two Black Holes. The NEMFs 
of the mother’s and father’s DNAs also spin around each other 
(dance) before to fuse together (Figure 4) just like two Black 
Holes do before to merge. At the merging of two Black Holes 
waves are emitted. I am more than sure that such waves are 
emitted when the mother’s and father’s DNAs merge in a fertilized 
cell. The scientists just need to find a way to register them. In the 
micro world, when the spinning in opposite direction electron 
and positron merge, the same spinning around each other takes 
place, after which they fuse together (annihilate) and a gamma 
quant is emitted. Since at the merging of two Black Holes, which 
spin around each other before to merge, waves are emitted, I am 

more than sure that such waves are emitted when electron and 
positron merge. The scientists just need to find a way to register 
them. After such waves are registered at the merging of the 
mother’s and father’s DNAs in a fertilized cell and at the merging 
of electron and positron, hopefully we will stop calling the waves 
emitted at merging of two Black Holes gravitational waves and 
start calling them electromagnetic waves because as I will explain 
farther they are electromagnetic waves. Let us see what is the 
basis of this dancing around each other before to fuse together? 
Let start with the simplest-the merging of electron and positron. 
When an electron is knocked out of the space matrix, it spins 
counterclockwise because only counterclockwise anti-vortices 
induce outward magnetic field and create matter. The remaining 
hole in the space matrix, called positron, spins clockwise like a 
vortex and the induced by the spinning magnetic field is inward. 
For this reason, the remaining hole will keep trying to suck back 
the knocked-out electron. The spinning in opposite directions 
electron and positron will have opposite magnetic polarity and 
would attract each other as two magnets with opposite polarity 
do. Obviously, when two spinning in opposite direction entities 
meet, they spin around each other (they dance) before to merge 
together. This is true when the entities spinning in opposite 
directions are electron and positron and this is true when the 
spinning in opposite directions entities are the NEMFs of the 
mother’s and father’s DNAs in a fertilized cell. The spinning in 
opposite directions NEMFs of mother’s and father’s DNA in a 
fertilized cell will have opposite magnetic polarities and they will 
attract each other as two magnets with opposite polarity do. Thus, 
the procreation following cell fertilization is based on magnetic 
attraction between the spinning in opposite direction NEMF of 
the father’s and mother’s DNA, which makes them attract each 
other, spin around each other, and then merge in the middle of the 
fertilized cell making it ready for division (Figure 4) .
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Figure 4 A : In the fertilized cell, the two clumps of spinning in opposite direction mother’s and father’s DNAs (dark circles) migrate, meet, 
spin around each other, and fuse at the center of the cell.

Conclusion
The article used nonlinear physics to illustrate that the 

spinning in opposite direction NEMFs of males and females 
induce magnetic fields with opposite polarity, which makes the 
attraction between males and females magnetic in origin. The 
magnetic origin of the male to female attraction can also be seen 
in the dynamics of cell fertilization [10]. As soon as the NEMF of 
the DNA of the male sperm enters the female cell, it is attracted to 
the NEMF of the female cell, which spin in opposite direction. If 
the male NEMF spins clockwise as a vortex, it will suck energy in 
(because this is what vortices do) and it will start spinning faster. 
The faster spinning will induce stronger magnetic field and it will 
attract stronger the NEMF of the female cell spinning in opposite 
direction. 

The two NEMF will merge closer, spin around each other 
before to fuse and then fuse together. Thus, the fact that the whole 
material world is a material body and NEMFs of “the monther’s 
and father’s DNAs” [2] manifest itself in this common dynamic 
behavior:

a) In the micro world when the spinning in opposite 
directions NEMFs of electron and positron merge, they spin 
around each other before to fuse and then fuse together

b) when the spinning in opposite directions NEMFs of the 
parents’ female and male DNAs merge, they spin around each 
other before to fuse and then fuse together

c) when the spinning in opposite directions NEMFs of two 
Black Holes merge, they spin around each other before to fuse 
and then fuse together.

Thus, the dynamic of cell fertilization is another illustration 
that the mother’s and father’s DNAs spin in opposite direction and 
induce magnetic fields with opposite polarity, which makes them 
attract each other as two magnets with opposite polarity would 
do. This makes the conception of each embryo to be magnetic 
in origin, just as the attraction between males and females has 
magnetic origin.
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